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NEW QUESTION: 1

Identify the correct option regarding the status of a person
who has a Non-Worker work relationship (for
example, an external trainer) with a legal employer, and
applies for employment with the same legal
employer and gets hired as an employee.
A. The person no longer has a Non-Worker work relationship and
has only an Employee work relationship
with the legal employer.
B. The person has both Non-Worker and Employee work
relationships with the legal employer.
C. The person retains the Non-Worker work relationship with the
legal employer.
D. The person has only an Employee work relationship with the
legal employer.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Layer 2 switch in the network has recently started
broadcasting traffic out of every port and is impacting network
performance. The engineering department determines that a
MAC overflow attack is the cause. Which two features can
protect and mitigate the damage of the attacks? (Choose two.)
A. Port Security
B. SPAN
C. Storm Control
D. IP Source Guard
E. BPDU Filters
F. VACLs
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
How do you control what fields can be seen on a Contingent
Worker's employee file? There are 2 correct answers to this
question.
A. Configure People Profile
B. Manage Business Configuration
C. Role Based Permissions
D. Business Rules
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What can happen if an over-subscribed thin pool becomes full?
A. writes to unallocated extents on TDEV's continue within
cache and the virtual pool is not automatically expanded to the
needed level.
B. writes to unallocated extents on TDEV's fail and an I/O
error is returned. If the host is booting from SAN, this may

also result in a server hang condition.
C. writes to unallocated extents on TDEV's continue within
cache and the virtual pool is automatically expanded to the
needed level.
D. writes to unallocated extents on TDEV's stay in a queued
state until the storage administrator can assign additional
capacity.
Answer: B
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